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The notion of bounded cohomology was introduced for discrete groups by P. Trauber and 
for topological spaces by Gromov [3]. Besides, in [3,4], it is shown that the bounded 
cohomology Ht(X; R) of any topological space X coincides with the bounded cohomology 
Hz(~i (X), R) of its fundamental group. One of the important properties of bounded 
cohomology is that it admits the canonically defined pseudonorm 11. (1. Following the 
fundamental works by Gromov [3], Brooks [l] and Ivanov [4], many authors contributed 
to this subject from algebraical and topological points of view, see [2] which contains useful 
references to their works. However, one basic question raised by Gromov [3, p. 381, Ivanov 
[4, Remark (3.9.1)] and others remains unsolved. They asked whether, for any discrete 
group G, the pseudonorm 11 1) on Hi(G; R) is a norm. It is well known that 11 . 11 is a norm if 
and only if (Hg(G; R), II .II) is a Banach space. In the case of n < 3, Matsumoto-Morita [7] 
and Ivanov [S] answered this question positively, so that, for any discrete group G, the 
second bounded cohomology (Hz(G; R), )I . II) 1s a Banach space. On the contrary, the 
following theorem and corollary imply that, for any G in a wide class of non-amenable 
discrete groups including all free groups of rank > 1 and the fundamental groups of all 
closed, orientable surfaces of genus > 1, the third bounded cohomology (Hi(G; R), II . 11) is 
not a Banach space. 
THEOREM 1. The pseudonorm I/. II on Hz(Z* Z; R) is not a norm. That is, 
(Hz(Z * Z; R), /I . 11) is not a Banach space. 
COROLLARY. For any discrete group G admitting a surjectiue homomorphism 
f: G -+ Z * Z, (H;(G; R), II.ll) is not a Banach space. 
As was seen in [S, 91, for any G satisfying the condition of the corollary, the dimension 
of the R-vector space Hz(G; R) is at least the cardinality of continuum. Our proof of 
Theorem 1 is based on the argument of hyperbolic geometry. In fact, an infinite cyclic 
covering Ii? with x1(a) E Z * Z of the figure-eight-knot complement M = S3 - K is an 
object of our study. This fi admits the hyperbolic structure, induced from that on M, which 
is used to show that the l,-chain complex (C$(fi), a,) does not satisfy the 2-uniform 
boundary condition. Then, Theorem 2.3 in [7] implies that Hz(a; R) = Hz(Z * Z; R) is not 
a Banach space. 
Some arguments used in the proof of Theorem 1 are applicable to prove the following: 
THEOREM 2. For any integer q 3 5, there exists a finitely generated, discrete group G such 
that (H;f(G; R), /I. 11) is not a Banach space. 
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As far as the author knows, examples of the non-Banach, fourth bounded cohomology 
have not been found. 
In this paper, we will not treat directly the bounded cohomology of groups. It would be 
interesting to investigate whether our theorems can be proved only by algebraic arguments. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
First, we define the bounded cohomology of groups. For any (discrete) group G and 
a k E Z, the normed space (C:(G), II.ll) is defined such that C!(G) = (0) if k < 0, C:(G) = R 
with the euclidean norm, and C!(G) (k > 0) is the R-vector space of bounded functions 
c:Gx . ..xG+R 
with the norm 
k 
Ilcll =sU~{lc(g~, . . ..gk)l.gi~G(i= 1, . . ..k)}. 
Consider the homomorphism 6:: C;(G) + C:+‘(G) such that 8: = 0 for any k < 0 and 
@(c)(g,, ... 9 grc+1) = 472, ... ,gk+l)+ i (-lYC(gl, ~~~~Si-l~SiSi+l~ . . ..gk+l) 
i=l 
f (-l)k+lC(gl, ... , gk) 
for any k > 1. Since a;+1 0 SE = 0 for each kE Z, one can define the bounded cohomoiogy of 
G by 
H;(G; R) = H*(C,*(G)). 
The pseudonorm II CI I/ of M E Hk(G; R) is given by 
(I c( II = inf{ I/c 11; c E Z!(G) = Ker(GL) with [c) = E}. 
Next, we define the bounded cohomology of topological spaces. Let X be a topological 
space and (C,(X), 13,) the singular chain complex with real coefficient. A nonzero k-chain 
c = x1= ,aia:~ C,(X) is represented by the reduced form if ai # 0 for any i, and 0: # ej” if 
i #j. Then, the Gromov norm of this nonzero k-chain c is defined by 
II4 = i l4L 
i=l 
and that of the zero k-chain is defined to be zero. Consider the norm completion Ck(X) of 
(C,(X), j(. II), i.e. an element c of Ck(X) is a series c = 2: iUiof with II c (I = Xi”= 1 Iail < co. 
Note that the boundary operator dk : C,(X) + Ck- 1(X) iS naturally extended to 
ak:cgx) + ck_,(x). 
We often set 8: = 8k for simplicity. The normed space (C:(X), Ij .I1 ) is a Banach space. The 
dual Banach space (C,*(X), II* 11) and the coboundary operator 
s:: C!(X) -+ c:“(x) 
define the bounded cohomology of X by 
H;(X; R) = H*(C;(X)). 
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As in the group case, the pseudonorm 11 a )I of a E Hi(X; R) is naturally defined. According to 
Gromov [3] and Ivanov [4], for any arcwise connected space X, (Ht(X; R), II*II) is 
isometrically isomorphic to (Zit(rcl (X); R), 11 . 11). 
The chain complex (Ci(X), a2) is said to satisfy a k-uniform boundary condition (for 
short k-UBC”) if there exists a constant L > 0 such that, for any z E Bf: = Im(@+ 1), there is 
a (k + 1)-chain c E C$+ 1(X) with 8 k+ 1(c) = z and II c I/ d L II z II. According to Matsumoto- 
Morita [7, Theorem 2.31, the pseudonorm /I. I( on Hi+‘(X; R) is a norm if and only if 
(C:(X), d:) satisfies k-UBC’I. 
Let Ak be a regular k-simplex of edge length 1 in the euclidean k-space Ek. We suppose 
that Ak has the orientation compatible with that on Ek. For a smooth map c2 : A2 + M from 
A2 to an oriented Riemannian 3-manifold M, let Q,,* be the area form on A2 with respect o 
the (possibly singular) Riemannian metric on A2 induced from M via cr2. The absolute area 
of cr2 is defined by 
Area(02) = 
s 
R02 2 0. 
A’ 
For a closed subset N of M, the restricted area of (r2 to N is 




Consider a 2-chain c = CT= 1 aicf E C,(M) represented in the reduced form and such that 
each singular 2-simplex 0: : A2 + M is a smooth map. Then, the absolute area of c is given 
by 
Area(c) = i 1 ai( Area( 
and the restricted absolute area of c to N is by 
Area(c(N) = i lailArea(oflN). 
i=l 
For example, the absolute area of a3c3 is 
Area(a3a3) = i Area 
i=l 
where a3 :A3 -+ M is a smooth, non-degenerate, singular 3-chain with a303 
2 
=cT1- a: + 0: - 0:. Consider an orientable surface Y (possibly dY # 8) which is piece- 
wise smoothly embedded in M and such that each component of Y is compact. For 
a smoothly immersed, singular 3-chain a3 : A3 + M, we denote by Area(a31Y) the (abso- 
lute) area of (rr”)- ’ (9’) in A3 with respect o the Riemannian metric on A3 induced from that 
on M via 03. 
For a smooth map f: M -+ N between Riemannian manifolds (M, ( , )M) and (N, ( , )N), 
we set 
L, = sup(J(f&),f,W)~; x~M and UE Tu#f)), 
1, = inf{J(f&kf*(4) N;x~M and UETUJM)} 
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where TU(M) is the unit tangent bundle over M. If M is compact and f is an immersion, 
then L, < CC and lf > 0. 
For a subset A of a metric space (X, d), the r-neighborhood of A is denoted by _&‘$I, X), 
that is, &$I, X) = {x E X; inf{d(x, a); a E A) < Y}. 
2. CHIPS IN STRAIGHT SIMPLICES 
We know intuitively that any straight simplex in H3 has a thick-thin decomposition. 
However, the author does not know any formal definition. Here, we consider a certain 
decomposition for straight simplices. Though our decomposition is not uniquely deter- 
mined, some of its properties are restricted by constants depending only on a given S > 0 
and q > 0. 
Let A be any non-degenerate, straight simplex in H3 and I/ = {vi, u2, u3, u4} 
the set of vertices of A. The boundary of A consists of four totally geodesic 
triangles Ti, T,, T3, T4. Let e,, . . , e6 be the edges of A. For a fixed q > 0, take a 6 > 0 
sufficiently smaller than r. For each Ti, consider a partial foliation Pi on Ti satisfying the 
following: 
(i) Each leaf is an equidistant arc from some vertex of Ti. 
(ii) The length of any leaf is not greater than a/8. 
(iii) Any two leaves are either mutually disjoint or intersecting only at aTi. 
(iv) Pi is maximal among all foliations on Ti satisfying (i)-(iii), see Fig. 1. 
The support 1 Fil of 9i is the union of three sectors S1 , S2, S3. We denote by Di the closure 
of Ti - IFi[ in Ti. 
LEMMA 1. There exists a positive constant co(S) depending only on 6 and satisfying 
diam(Di) < CO(S). 
Proof Suppose that S,n(S,uS3) = 8. For some I > 0 and UjE Ti, one can set 
Si = Nr(Vj, Ti). Take the Y’ > r SO that S; = Mr,(rj, Ti) touches SOUSA, that is, 
S;n(S2uS3) # 0 and Sinint(SzuS3) = 8. Then, we have 
Area(.&(uj, Ti) - Jv;(Vj, Ti)) = 28 smh (’ ‘($-sinh2(i))>i(er’-e’-1) 
x2 4 
:! 
The shaded areas represent 131. 
Fig. 1. 
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where 19 is the angle of Ti at aj* Since, by (ii) and (iv), the length of the outermost leaf of %ijs, 
is 618, we have 618 = 8 sinh I -C O&/2. Moreover since Area( Ti) < x, 
6 
n > - (e” 
8e’ 
- e’ - 1) > t (err-* - 2). 
This implies that 
r’ - r < log 
( > 
$+2 =c1(6). 
Let ek be the edge of Ti containing a maximal-length component Of Dina7’i. The two points 
x1, x2 contained in Dinl%ilnek are connected by the arc aDi - int(eknDi) of length less 
than 
c&) = is + 2c,(6). 
Since /I = eknDi is the shortest arc connecting x1 with x2, the length of p is less than co(S). 
This shows that length(aDi) < 2cO(6), and hence 
diam(Di) < co(S). 
This completes the proof. 0 
Let % be the partial foliation on aA with 191 = l%11u~%21u~%~~ul%~l and such that 
each leaf of % is either a loop or a maximal arc obtained by connecting leaves in 
%iU%2U%~U%& All leaves of 9 close to any vertex DiE I/ are loops. Set 
D = D1uD2uD3uD4. We consider the case where B = aA - Jfj,(D, aA) is non-empty, and 
investigate the leaf of % passing through a point x E B. We may assume that x E I %l (, /I E %l 
is the leaf with XE Ii and 12~%2 is the leaf with IId # 8. 
First, we consider the case where both the end points of a(llu12) contained in the same 
triangle, say T3. Then there exists the geodesic arc s3 in T3 with as3 = a(llu12). Since 
length(s3) < length(l,ul,) < 6/4, length(l,ul,us,) < 6/2 < q. In particular, asJnD = 0, 
and hence %3 contains a leaf l3 with as3 = a13. This shows that 1i u12u& is a leaf in % which 
is an equidistant loop from some vertex aj of A. Let Vj be the subfoliation of % such that 
1 E 6 is a leaf of Vj if I is an equidistant loop from Vj with InD = 0, see Fig. 2(a). The union 
of shaded areas in Fig. 2 represents N,(D, aA). Note that the length of each leaf of “yi is 
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point. Consider the set {P,}.“__, of totally geodesic planes in H3 meeting L orthogonally 
and such that dist(P,, P,,+l) = 6 for each nEZ. The union u,“,_,P, separates A into 
compact pieces. Let (C, , . . . , C,) be the set of such pieces satisfying that CknlY’jj( # 8 and 
aAnCk is not completely contained in J$(D, aA). These Ck are called (6, r)-chips of A, see 
Fig. 2(b). 
Next, we consider the case where {xi } = a(l,ulz)nl, is contained in T3 and 
{x2} = a(llul,)d 2 i s contained in T4. Since length (11u12) + 6/2 < 36/8 < q, there exists 
the leaf /de94 with 81,s x2. If a(l,ul,) were contained in T1, then by the argument as 
above, there would exist the leaf 1; ~9~ with al’, = d(12u14), a contradiction. Thus, 
{x3) = ai4 - {x2) is contained in T3. Similarly, there exists the leaf l3 l P3 connecting 
x3 with a point xq in the edge ej of A containing xi. Since the subarc s1 of ej with 
ds, = (xi, x4} is the shortest segment connecting x1 with x4, 
length(s,) < length(l,ul,ul,ul,) <as. 
The length of the geodesic segment 1: in T3 with 81; = {x1, x4} is less than 
length(l,usi) < 56/8, and hence the length of the simple loop 
r(ll) = l,Ul,Ul3Ul& 
is less than 6. Since 6 < q and x E r(lI), r(lI) does not meet A. Let S1 be the sector of g1 with 
I1 c Si. The partial foliation We on aA is defined by 
w’ = {r(l); 1~9~ Is, with r(l)nD = @} 
where r(1) is the closed loop defined as r(lI), so that r(l)nT, = 1, r(l)nTEFi for i = 2, 3 and 
r(l)n T4 is a geodesic segment, see Fig. 3(a). Also in Fig. 3, the union of shaded areas 
represents J$(D, aA). Note that the length of each leaf of W is less than 6. Let L’ be the 
geodesic line in H3 containing an edge of A passing through 1 WI. For a set (Pk}z=_, as 
above for L’, {C;, . . . , Cb} is the set of compact pieces of A separated by uz= _ cc Pk such 
that C;nl%‘“l # f$ and aA&; is not completely contained in JVJD, aA). These C; are also 
called (6, q)-chips of A, see Fig. 3(b). 
The set VA of all these chips is called a maximal set of(6, r])-chips of A (with respect o 9). 
The union %!* = u%‘h has at most five components, and the closure XA of A - &A in 
A consists of at most two components, see Fig. 4. 
W 
Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4. 
LEMMA 2. For a jxed q > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 with 6 < q such that, for any non- 
degenerate, straight simplex A in H3, the following (i) and (ii) hold. 
(i) For each COmpOnent x of&, 
diam(x) < cd4 r) (2.1) 
where ~~(6, q) is a positive constant depending only on 6 and q. 
(ii) For any element Ck of a maximal set %?A of(6, q)-chips of A, 
Area < 2Area(C&A). (2.2) 
Proof: Let “y;- (j = 1,2,3,4) and W be (possibly empty) foliations on aA defined as 
above. Any (6, q)-chip Ck E %A meets non-trivially one of 1 Vjl (j = 1,2, 3,4) and ) W), denote 
it by ($9 (. Since 9 contains a point in aA - Nq(D, aA) and since the length of each leaf of 9 is 
less than 6, the smallness of 6 and that of S/q imply that all edges e, of A passing through 191 
are close and almost parallel to each other in a neighborhood of 191, see Fig. 2(a) and 
Fig. 3(a). Then, each component b of d(C&A) not only meets one of e,‘s orthogonally but 
also does others almost orthogonally. This shows that either length(b) is less than the length 
of a leaf 1 of 9 with lnb # 8, or at worst length( b)/length( 1) is close to 1. Thus, if we choose 
6 > 0 sufficiently small comparing with q, then 
length(b) < 2 length(l) < 26. 
Since the volume of A =, x is less than that of a hyperbolic 3-ball of radius 1, for any x E x, 
there exists a geodesic segment r, of length < 1 connecting x with ax. Since the length of 
each component of QnaA) is less than 26, in the case where { y} = &, - {x} is contained 
in 831 - @A, y is connected to XnaA by an arc in ax of length < 6. Thus x is contained in 
_,VI +&naA, A). Note that XnaA is contained in 
&#I, aA) = Jv@,, aA)uJqJ12, aA)uJ+p,, aA)uJv$I,, aA). 
By Lemma 1, we have 
diam(XnaA) < i diam(&(Dj, aA)) < 4c,(6) + 8~. 
j=l 
Thus, the constant 
satisfies (2.1). 
c2V, VI) = (4c&) + 8~) + 2(1 + 6) 
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If C,n I/ = 0, then Ck is well approximated by a euclidean polyhedron Pk in E3 which is 
combinatorially isomorphic to A x I, where A is either a triangle or a quadrangle. To say 





Pk has the mutually parallel top AT and bottom Aa with dist&r, Aa) = 6. 
length (aA,) < 26 and length(aAa) < 26. 
The side of Pk consists of either three or four totally geodesic (in general non-right- 
angled) quadrangles. 
There exists a combinatorial-type-preserving diffeomorphism fk : Ck + Pk with 
1 - d(6) < lJx < Lfk < 1 + d(6) (2.3) 
where d(6) is a constant depending only on 6 with lims&(S) = 0. 
The existence of such a Pk is easily verified by the fact that the l/b-resealed hyperbolic 
3-space H3(l/S) has a constant curvature - 6’ and hence is almost isometric to E3, and 
lf,, L,& are invariant under the l/b-resealings of Ck and Pk. 
Since 4Area(Aru&) < Area(aP, - int(A,uA,)) by an elementary argument in euclid- 
ean geometry, we have 
Area(aP,) d $ Area(dPk - int(A,uA,)). 
Thus, if we choose 6 sufficiently small, then (2.3) implies (2.2). In the case of C,n I/ = (rj>, 
the cone-angle of Ck at rj is bounded by an arbitrarily small constant depending only on 
6 and 6/q. It follows that, also in this case, Ck satisfies (2.2). This completes the proof. 0 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREM 1 AND COROLLARY 
Let K be a figure-eight knot in S3, as illustrated in Fig. 5. According to Thurston [lo], 
the complement M = S3 - K admits a complete hyperbolic structure of finite volume. It is 
well known that K is a fibered knot of genus one, i.e. M admits a surface bundle structure 
over S’ with fiber F homeomorphic to a once-punctured torus. Let p : fi --f M be the infinite 
cyclic covering of M associated to nl(F) c x1(M). Fix a Z x Z-cusp 9 of M. The preimage 
9 = p- l(.Y) is a Z-cusp of fi. Set Mthick = M - int 9 and I\;jthick = A - int g. We may 
assume that F is smoothly embedded in M such that Fn@ is totally geodesic in M. Since 
Mthick is compact, 
i(M, 9) = inf{inj,(x); x E Mthick} > 0 
Figure eight knot in S3 
Fig. 5. 
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where inj,(x) is the injectivity radius of M at x. Note that i(fi, 8) is defined similarly and 
i(@, @) 2 i(M, 9). 
For any smooth triangulation z on the compact subsurface F0 = F - int(FnS), we 
denote by V(z) and E(z) the sets of vertices and edges of z, respectively. The pair (F,, z) is 
freely homotopic rel. V(z) to (E, 2) such that each edge of? is a geodesic segment in M and 
each triangle in Z is totally geodesic in M. If z is a sufficiently fine triangulation, then X is 
a piecewise smoothly embedded surface and X c NI(Mthickr M). Take v > 0 so small that 
C is a strong deformation retract of J$(C, M). 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, fix 6 > 0 which is sufficiently smaller than 
min{ q, i( M, 9)) and satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 2. 
Let (Ck}km=-m be the set of connected components of p-‘(C) such that each Ck is 
adjacent to both Ck_ 1 and Ck+l in ii?. We denote by Zk the triangulations of & with 
p&J = ?. For any ncN, let A(n) be an embedded annulus in 3) with 8,4(n) = X&U?&. 
Consider a triangulation tA(,,) of A(n) with T/(z~(,,)) = V(z*O( &)u V(?,laE,) and consisting 
of 2u0 triangles, where u. is the number of elements in V(t) KS). The pair (A(n), rAtn)) is freely 
homotopic rel. V(Z,& to (A(n), fAA(“J such that each edge of fAtn) is a geodesic segment in 
Ii? and each triangle in ?A(“) is totally geodesic in fi. Since 9 is convex, A(n) is contained in 
@. Let so, s,, a, be elements of C,(A) represented by the triangulations to, ?,,, tAZA(“), 
respectively, such that 
Then, we have 
z, = s, - so + a,E &(A?) c @(I$. 
Ilz, II 6 llhll + IIs0 II + II an II = 2(lls0 II + 00). (3.1) 
For a nonzero k-chain c E C,(ti) with the reduced form c = Cf= 1 ajgj”, the support of c is 
defined by 
supp(c) = a: (A’)u ... ua:(Ak). 
Let Z,(fi, @) be the subset of C,(a) consisting of k-chains c E C,(a) with supp(Q) c 9,. 
Two elements c:, ct E Z,(fi, 9) are said to be homologous to each other in (A, 8) if there 
exists a (k f l)-chain dk+ ’ E Ck+ 1(R) with supp(dkd - c: + c”,) c $. SinCe 8x0 c .ci?‘, so is 
an element of Z,(fi, 8). 
Though the following lemma is an elementary fact, we give the proof for completeness. 
LEMMA 3. There exists a positive constant lo with Area(zIiG,,,+~) > lo for any 
z~Zz(l\;i, @) homologous to so in (A?, g). 
Proof. Let 0’ x S’ be an euclidean solid torus, where D2 is a unit disk in E2 and 
S’ = El/Z. Fix a smooth embedding f: D2 x S’ + Mthick with f - ‘(F) = D2 x (p} for some 
PES’. Since p#(z) is homologous to p#(so) in (M, 9), the pull-back 
w = (f-‘)#(px(z)lf(D2 x S’)) is homologous to [D’, dD2] in (0’ x S’, aD2 x S’). It fol- 
lows that, for any q E D2, the algebraic intersection number [(q) x S’] . [w] is + 1, and 
hence the geometric intersection umber of {q} x S’ and w (counting the absolute values of 
coefficients of w as weights) is at least 1. This shows that Area(w) > Area(D2) = 7~. Thus, we 
have 
Area(z I athick) 2 Area( p# (z)l Mthick) > Area( p#(z)lf(D’ x S’)) B 1; Area(w) 2 n!;. 
This completes the proof. q 
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For any singular k-simplex CJ :Ak -+ a, we denote by straight(o) : Ak -+ I@ the straight 
simplex, given in [lo, 96.11, which is homotopic rel. V(Ak) to 0. This operation is naturally 
extended to the chain homomorphism straight: C,(a) -+ C,(a). 
Proof‘ of Theorem 1. With the notation as above, we suppose that (C$(a), a,) satisfies 
~-UBC’I and show that it introduces a contradiction. 
Since z, E B*(A) c B:(a), (3.1) and 2-UBC’l guarantee the existence of a constant 
L > 0 such that, for any neN, there is C,E C’;(a) with &c, = z, and 
We set C, = 1: 1 Cli~i with (Ti # aj for i # j and C, = I,?= 1 CliCir where 5i = straight (ci). Then, 
(3.2) 
Since straight(s,) = so, straight@,) = s,, and straight(a(n)) = a(n), we have a,C, = 
&c, = s, - so + a(n). For any E > 0, there exists m = m(n)EN with 
i=z+l 1% cc
We set 
C,” = igi CciOi E C,(A). 
If necessary modifying slightly the position of uy= i iii(V) in fi, we may assume that each 
0i(A3) is non-degenerate and (ai(LJA3), 5i( )A3”‘))) meets (Sk, I?:“[) transversely for 
k=l, . . . . n - 1, where lA3(l)l, l?c)( denote the underlying spaces of the l-skeletons. In 
particular, 5i(aA3)nI’(4) = 0, o,(l/)n& = 0 and (ri(lA3”‘l)nl?:“I = 0. Note that 
a3q = a3 c, - f ( - MiCTi i=m+l ) 
=s,-so+a(n)- f clia3Ci. 
i=m+ 1 
Since s, - so + u(~)E B,(A), the boundary cycle d, E B,(a) is defined by 
A = f Cd36; = s, - so + a(n) - a,c;. 
i=m+l 
Since the Gromov norm II &Ti /I = 4, 
II& (I d 4 f I&( < 4& 
i=m+l 
Since Area(a3ez) < 475 the inequality (3.2) implies 
(3.3) 
n-l m 
c c IccilArea(a3ail~,(Ck)) < f bilArea&d < 47~ iE1 IaiI < 871Wls0 II + ~0). 
k=l i=l i=l 
(3.4) 
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For the universal covering 4 : H3 + M, we set 
Q = SUP {Area(B,l(d,,,(x)n4-‘(C))) 
EH’ 
where RR(x) is the 3-ball in H3 of radius R centered at x and ~~(6, q) is the constant given in 
Lemma 2. Since JV&~)+ 1 (M~hick, M) is compact, H3 contains a compact subset W with 
q(W) = -K,(G,~)+ i(Mthick, M). Since 4-‘(x) c 4-1(&(Mtt,ick, M)), R,z(~,4)(x)W-1(~) Z 8 
implies x E q-1(JyE,c6,vj+ 1 (Mthicky M)). It follows that one can get the value Q only by taking 
the supremum in W. This shows that Q < co. Consider the straight simplex A” with the 
hyperbolic metric induced from that on M via the immersion ai : A3 + !i?, a maximal set 
pi of (6, q)-chips of A” and the closure xi of A3 - u’%‘i in A3. Since xi consists of at most two 
components and the diameter of each of which is less than ~~(6, r]) by Lemma 2, 
Area(~i.,,lp-'(V) < 2Q 
where Oi,z, : xi + A is the restriction of iii to xi. Then, by (3.2), 
n-l m 
,c, iF1 I~ilArea(~i,,,ICk) d i$l I~ilArea(~i,,Ip-l(C)) < 4LQ( IIsgll + uO). (3.5) 
Since the right-hand sides of (3.4) and (3.5) are independent of n, one can take n so large that 
there exists an integer k with 0 < k < n satisfying 
i$1 IailArea(a,oil~~(Ck)) < a (3.6) 
and 
i$l lCGIArea(~i,Xil&) < a. (3.7) 
For any chips CijE:%‘i (i = 1, . . . , RI), set Bij = ai(Cij). Let B be the set of all such Bij’s. 
Since diam(Cij) < 26 and 6 is sufficiently smaller than i( A, .@), if BijnP- l(C) # 8, then the 
restriction ai c , ,,I Cij + Bij of ai to Cij is a diffeomorphism. Let 8, be a lift of Bij to the 
universal covering H3. Since Bij is a convex polyhedron in H3, for each totally geodesic 
plane P in H3, BijnP is either homeomorphic to a disk or a geodesic segment or a point. In 
the first case, since the least area surface in H3 bounded by the loop a(BijnP) is BijnP and 
since P separates C3Bij into two parts, 
2Area(BijnP) < Area(aBij) = Area(Xij) (3.8) 
where Cij is assumed to have the hyperbolic metric induced from that on Bij via ci,c,; For 
any x EC, let R(x) be the number of triangles in Q meeting Nza(x, M) non-trivially. Since 
? has finitely many triangles, we have the bounded constant 
R(?, 6) = max{R(x); x E C}. 
Since Bij meets at most R = R(z*, 6) triangles of Q k, there exist totally geodesic pheS 
P 1, . . . , P, (s < R) with 
Bijnq-‘(C) C B’ijn(P,U “’ UP,). 
Then, the inequality (3.8) implies that 
2Area(Bijn&) = 2Area(B”ijnq-i(C)) < 2 i Area(&jnPl) < RArea(dCij). 
I=1 
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Let GJk be the subset of 9 consisting of BijEB with Bij c NV(&). Since any Bij with 
BijnEk # 8 is an element of Bk, by (2.2) and (3.6), we have 
C (ailArea(BijnC,) < 1 C Iai(Area(BCij) 
B,,E~ B,W 
< R 1 IMiIArea(Cijn8A3) 
B.jEJ, 
<R f lailArea(a,oilJl/;r(Ck)) 
i=l 
Then, by (3.7) we have 
< RE. 
Area(Fr:IC,) < 5 /uiJArea(ai)Ck) < E(R + 1). 
i=l 
(3.9) 
Since FnP is totally geodesic and convex in M and since V(;(X2) = V(zlc3F,-,) c FnP’, 
aI2 = J?(dCI is contained in FnP’. Set E = ZZuPr, where PF is the component of F - dC 
contained in 9. This C is a properly embedded surface in M containing C as a deformation 
retract. Let Elk be the component of p-‘(E) containing &. We denote by Ii?, and a_ the 
closures in fi of the components of 6? - & containing CO and EC,, respectively. Let 
A:, . . . , AZ be m copies of A3. Consider the CW-complex X obtained from A:, . . . , AZ by 
identifying any two triangles Tij of 8Ag and T,, of aAz whenever Zilr,, = a,)r,,. Let X(“) be 
the n-skeleton of X and )Xx(“)1 the underlying polyhedron. Through the continuous map 
f: 1x1 +M with flA, = Oi, (/XI, IXx”‘I) ’ t IS ransverse to (C,, [?:“I). Consider a simplicial 
subdivision Xx’ of X with IX”2’) of-‘(C,) and JY’(‘)I ~f-‘(j?:“(). For any 3-simplex 
Aiu of X’ with Aiu c A”, a smooth singular 3-simplex pi. : Ai, + I\;i is defined by piu = oila,.. 
The image piu(Ai,) is contained either a+ or fi_. Consider the 3-chain 
CTzk = f ‘f CtiPiuE C,(A) 
i=l u=l 
which is the linear combination of all piu’s with piu(Aiu) c A+. Then, we have 
acyk = s; - S; + ~(iq - d; 
where sb, a(n)‘, dh are subdivisions of sO, a(n)la+, B/a+ respectively, and sb is a 2-chain with 
SUpp(S;) C C,. Since CkniG*si=k = Cknfii;ick C &, 
Area(s;Ifithick) < Area(s;J&) < Area(cr:(&) < E(R + 1) 
where the final inequality is given by (3.9). By (3.3), 
Area < Area < 47~. 
Since supp(a(n)‘) c supp(a(n)) = &I) c @, sb (and hence so) are homologous to s; - da 
in (I@, 8). By Lemma 3, 
lo G Area((s; - db))j\;lthick) Q Area(s;I fithick) + Area < ~(47~ + R + 1). 
Since one can choose E > 0 arbitrarily small, this gives a contradiction. Thus, (C:(g), a,) 
cannot satisfy 2-UBC’l. By [7, Theorem 2.31, Hz@; R) = Hb3(rc1(fi); R) = Hz(Z *Z; R) is 
not a Banach space. This completes the proof. cl 
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For any sequence u, E c,(@)(n~N) of 3-chains satisfying&u, = s, - so + a(n) - d, and 
I( d, 11 < 4s, the proof of Theorem 1 implies that 
lim llu, 11 2 lim I\U, )I = co. 
n-m n+m 
A similar result will be used also to prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Corollary. For any surjective homomorphism f: G + Z * Z, there exists 
a homomorphism g : Z * Z -+ G with fo g = id, * z. Then, 
(fo g)* : H;(Z * Z; R) 2 H;(G; R) “f, H;(Z * Z; R) 
is the identity. In particular, f* is an injective homomorphism. By Theorem 1, we have 
a nonzero element c1 E Hz(Z * Z; R) with /I c1 II = 0. Then, f*(m) is also a nonzero element of 
Hz(G; R) with IIf* = 0. Thus, (Hz(G; R), 11.11) is not a Banach space. cl 
4. TENSOR PRODUCT OF CHAIN COMPLEXES 
For two topological spacses X, Y, the tensor product (C,(X) @ C,(Y), a,) of the 
singular chain complexes (C,(X), a,), (C,(Y), a,) with real coefficient is the chain complex 
defined by 
(C*(X) 0 C*(Y)), = @ C,(X) 0 C,(Y) 
p+q=n 
and 
for c E C,(X), d E C,(Y). The Gromov norm 1) c(I of an n-chain 
c = c cl@;(i) 0 r:-p(i)E @ C,(X) 0 C,(Y) 
i=l p+q=n 
is given by llcll = cf= 1 /ail, where $‘(‘): Apci) + X, $p(i’: A’-p(i) -+ Y are singular simplices. 
For an m-cochain o E C”‘(Y), the slant product o\c E C,_,(X) is defined by 
Qj\c = 1 rjyjj(pJ(i))(p 
i=l 
(4.1) 
where we set ~(rn-~(~) I ) = 0 if n - p(i) # m. In other words, for any (n - m)-cochain 
q E C”-“‘(X), m\c is the (n - m)-chain satisfying 
vr(w\c) =h 0 NC). (4.2) 
It is immediate from (4.1) that, for any bounded m-cochain o E C;(Y), I( o\c II G )I o I/ I/c /I. 
According to the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem (for example see [6, Theorem 8.11) the 
Alexander-Whitney homomorphism 
d: C*(X x Y) + C*(X) 0 C*(Y) 
admits a natural chain-homotopy inverse 
~:c*(x)@c*(Y)+c*(xxY). 
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Note that, by the definition of the Alexander-Whitney homomorphism (see [6, Theorem 
8.5]), for any n-chain a E C,(X x Y), /I d(a) )I < (n + 1) (1 a I/. 
Here, we consider a closed, connected, oriented, hyperbolic 3-manifold M with surface 
bundle structure over S’. As in Section 3, we may assume that a fiber x in M admits 
a triangulation ? consisting of totally geodesic triangles. In this section, we have taken 
a manifold M without cusps for simplicity, and hence C is a closed, orientable surface. Let 
p: A?i + M be the infinite cyclic covering with p*(rcr (A)) = nl (C), and let y : Ii?i -+ A? be an 
isometry generating the covering transformation group. For a fixed lift (Co, to) of (E, ?) to 
fi and n E Z, we set (&,, ?,J = yn(&, to). Let so be an element of Z,(G) represented by the 
triangulation fo. Then, s, = y”# (so) is a 2-cycle represented by i,, where y# : C,(a) + C,(i\;l) 
is the chain homomorphism induced by y. 
For any integer q - 3 3 2, consider a closed, connected, oriented, hyperbolic (q - 3)- 
manifold H. For the volume form &, of H, oH is the element of Zt- 3(H) defined by 
WfbJ) = s (straight 0 a)*(&) A9-3 
for any singular (q - 3)-simplex cr : Aq- 3 + H. Note that 11 oH /I coincides with the supremum 
of volume of straight (q - 3)-simplices in Hqe3 (see [lo, Proposition 6.1.41). For a fixed 
(q - 3)-cycle zH E Z, _ 3(H) representing the fundamental class [H] E H, _ 3 (H; R), we have 
wH(zH) = vol(H). 
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 2. 
(4.3) 
Proof of Theorem 2. We will show that (Ck(n/;r x H), 8,) does not satisfy (q - l)-UBC’l, 
and so that, for the finitely generated group G = rcl(A x H) z xl(X) x x1(H), the pseudo- 
norm )I ./I on Hz(G; R) is not a norm. 
We set .$@(so @ zH) = w. and g(s, 0 zH) = w,. Since g is a chain homomorphism 
satisfying B 0 (yf @ idH#) = (y x idH), 0 S, we have w, = (y x idH& (wo). Since s, @ zH - so 
0 zH = (s, - so) 0 ZH E Bq- 1 (C,(~) 0 C+hW), 
w,-w,~8~_~(fi~H)cBf;_~(~xH). 
If (Ci(fi x H), a,) satisfied (q - l)-UBC’l, then for any HEN, there would exist 
c,~Cf;(a x H) with aqc, = w, - w. and 
II Gl II G KC II wo II + II W” II) = 2K II wo II (4.4) 
where K > 0 is a constant independent of n. As in the proof Theorem 1, for any E > 0, there 
exists a (finite) q-chain c,” E C,(@ x H) with II ct II < II c, II such that 
d, = w, - w. - aqc,“EBq_&ix H) (4.5) 
satisfies 
vol(H) 
IId” II < 4 8. (4.6) 
Since &(wo) = dg(so @ zH) is homologous to so @ zH, there exists a q-chain 
fo~(&(M) 0 UW), - x with aqfo = so @ zH - &‘(wo). The boundary of the q-chain 
fn = (Y”, @ idH#)(fo) is 
a,f, = (Y: 0 idHX )(SO 8 zH - I) = S, 0 zH - J+SJ 
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We set 
-%I = d(cY) +f. -f&(C*(fi) 0 C*(H)),. 
Then, by (4.5), 
aqx, =.s, 0 zH - so 0 zfI - d(d,). 
Since II J@‘C’) II G (4 + 1) II ci’ II < (4 + 1) II G II, by (4.4), 
II-h II < WI + 1w II wo II + llfn II + II fo II = a(9 + 1K II wo II + II “6 II 1. 
(4.7) 
This shows that 
su~{llw~\xnlImN) 6211 wll((q + 1)fuwoII + llfoll) < a. 
Since, by (4.2) and (4.3), oH\(so 0 zH) = vol(H)s, and oH\(s, 0 zH) = vol(H)s,, equation 
(4.7) implies 
1 
sfl - so - vol(H) ___ %\d(&) = & a,(++,). 
Note that, by (4.6), 
ll~H\~(dJ II d 4 11~~ IIII dn II 
vol(H) vol(H) < &. 
By the argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1, the 3-chains CC)~\X,EC~(@) 
satisfy lim,, m I/ oH\xn II = co, a contradiction. Thus, (q - l)-UBC” for (C$(fi x H), a,) 
does not hold. Cl 
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